We present the systematic design and development of a distributed query scheduling service DQS in the context of DIOM, a distributed and interoperable query mediation system 26 . DQS consists of an extensible architecture for distributed query processing, a three-phase optimization algorithm for generating e cient query execution schedules, and a prototype implementation. Functionally, two important execution models of distributed queries, namely moving query to data or moving data to query, are supported and combined into a uni ed framework, allowing the data sources with limited search and ltering capabilities to be incorporated through wrappers into the distributed query scheduling process. Algorithmically, conventional optimization factors such as join order are considered separately from and re ned by distributed system factors such as data distribution, execution location, heterogeneous host capabilities, allowing for stepwise re nement through three optimization phases: compilation, parallelization, site selection and execution. A subset of DQS algorithms has been implemented in Java to demonstrate the practicality of the architecture and the usefulness of the distributed query scheduling algorithm in optimizing execution schedules for inter-site queries.
Introduction
Over the last few years the explosive growth of Internet made a vast amount o f d i v erse information available, but increasingly di cult to access. Referral services e.g., Yahoo provide static, expert-selected pointers to the most useful sites, and search engines e.g., AltaVista and InfoSeek provide dynamic, user-selected pointers to the most likely web pages of interest. However, our ability to obtain the relevant information is limited by the time we spend browsing, which remains the dominant i n teraction mode with the Internet. Furthermore, browsing with the current generation of search engines is limited to keyword-based search, i.e., user supplies a set of representative k eywords and the search engines apply partial string matching techniques on web page title or some content description elds. Despite its success in Information Retrieval applications, keyword-based search has its limitations; for example, it lacks crucial database query facilities such a s i n ter-site joins. Such facilities can be extremely useful for fusion of information over multiple structured or semi-structured data sources. Suppose we are interested in purchasing a 1998 Toyota car. We need to combine the information on model reliability e.g., from consumer evaluation or expert reviews, average car prices e.g., the NADA Blue Book, with actual car availability and prices from car dealers. While the information could be joined in the user's mind as it is done today, it is desirable to design services capable of bringing inter-site join results instead of raw information. Traditional query planning and optimization techniques cannot be applied naively, since the maintenance of a global schema is impractical in an open environment, where multiple disparate information sources are changing constantly in numbers, volume, contents and query capabilities. To build an e cient query execution schedule for queries in this environment, there are several issues to be resolved in the query scheduling problem for inter-site query executions:
1. what architecture should one use to process and partition user queries over distributed and possibly heterogeneous information sources, while meeting the demands for site autonomy and fully distributed computation; 2. how do conventional optimization factors such as join order in uence or relate to distributed system factors such as data distribution layout, execution location, autonomy and heterogeneity of the remote data sources; 3. which approaches are e ective and yet practical for generating an optimized query execution schedule that minimizes the response time or the total processing cost according to some measure.
The rst contribution of the paper is the systematic development of a distributed query scheduling service that addresses these issues in the context of DIOM, a distributed and interoperable query mediation system 26 . The novelty o f s u c h a service is two-fold. First, it provides an extensible architecture for distributed query processing, which supports and coordinates between the two possible execution models of distributed queries 1 : 1 moving query to data and 2 moving data to query. By unifying these two strategies into one framework, those data sources that are lacking of the required search or ltering capabilities can be seamlessly incorporated into the distributed query plans, provided that each of these sources are wrapped by a system-compatible wrapper. Second, such service implements a three-phase optimization algorithm that separates conventional query optimization factors from distributed system factors. At query compilation phase, only conventional optimization factors are considered. At query parallelization phase, the data distribution factor is taken into account and the mechanism by which 1 A distributed query is a query that is posed appears at site A which requires data at site B.
the system-controlled parallel execution is introduced to parallelize the result of the rst phase. At the third phase, mechanisms for site selection and execution are applied and an optimized query execution plan is generated. The parallelization phase and the site selection and execution phase can be seen as stepwise re nements of the compilation phase result using distributed system factors. The second contribution of this paper is a concrete implementation to demonstrate the feasibility o f the three-phase distributed query scheduling algorithm that optimizes execution schedules for intersite queries. The prototype system implements a subset of the proposed query scheduling algorithm in Java, accessible from browsers such as Netscape 4 www.cse.ogi.edu DISC DIOM query EQ.html. An interesting and useful feature of our Java implementation is the tracing facility that supports user observation of the query scheduling process through trace logs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We discuss the related work in Section 2. Section 3 presents an overview of the DIOM system and its query processor. A running example is used to walk through the three-phase query scheduling process. Section 4 describes the three-phase optimization algorithm. Section 5 describes the prototype design and implementation issues of the Distributed Query Scheduling DQS Utility software package that has been developed to demonstrate the viability of the query scheduling algorithm proposed in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
There have been three approaches to the management of distributed data that have been extensively investigated by the research community or commercial products, namely distributed database systems, distributed information mediation systems, and client-server distributed le systems. Each of the approaches presents some architectural characteristics for processing distributed queries. In this section we rst discuss each of the three approaches and summarize their architectural di erence, and then discuss the state of art technology in distributed query optimization research that are related to our work.
Distributed Database Systems

Distributed Information Mediation Systems
Distributed information mediation systems are evolved from federated database systems 40 . A main di erence between distributed database systems, federated database system and distributed information mediation systems is the open world assumption, namely, the distributed information mediation systems must deal with the dynamics of an open environment, where information sources available on-line are constantly changing in number, volume, content and capability. More concretely, the distributed information mediation systems must deal with the dynamic increase of the solution space from which t o c hoose the distributed execution schedule. Furthermore the statistical information that is accessible in distributed database systems may not be available in open environments due to the autonomy of individual information sources. Therefore, the e ectiveness of the distributed query processing is measured in terms of 1 the reduction in the number of candidate plans that are enumerated, 2 the discovery of a query execution schedule that is relatively e cient with respect to the total processing cost or the response time of the query i.e., the time elapsed for executing the query or a weighted combination of cost components see Section 4.1. Several distributed information mediation systems are being built for providing uniform access over multiple information sources based on the mediator architecture 48 . DIOM 26 is a prototype of the distributed information mediator systems. Other prototype systems include TSIMMIS 12 , Garlic 4 , CARNOT 6 , SIMS 2 , DISCO 5 , and Information Manifold 21 . The key aspect distinguishing DIOM from the other systems is its emphasis on scalability and extensibility of the query services by promoting source-independent query processing at the mediator level and by describing the content and capability description of each source independently of description of other sources and of the way h o w queries are posed. Thus, users may pose queries on the y and the new sources can be incorporated into the query scheduling process dynamically and seamlessly. F or example, SIMS and Information Manifold are the two systems that also describe information sources independently of the user queries. However, neither SIMS nor Information uses an optimized execution schedule to submit the set of subquery plans to the respective data sources via wrappers. TSIMMIS and DISCO both use a set of sophisticated query rewriting patterns to mediate the queries and the multiple information sources. TSIMMIS provides a rich set of pre-de ned query patterns and map each query into one of the pre-de ned patterns and then apply the rewriting rules for each pre-de ned pattern to generate an executable plan. It is not clear whether the set of pre-de ned patterns is extensible and the new patterns can be added into their rewriting system seamlessly. DISCO uses multiple F-logic object schema to interoperate among multiple sources via the KIF knowledge interchange logic, but it is unclear how their logic-based transformation system scales when changes occur in the number of the sources or the content of individual sources.
Client-Server File Systems
In client-server distributed le systems such as Andrew 14 and the NFS-oriented commercial o erings, a le or a collection of les is the unit of storage allocation and has unique home on some server. Architecturally, unlike the previous two t ypes of systems, client-server le systems implement the strategy of moving the data to the query". Upon a request, relatively small, xed size blocks of the le are brought to a client. Blocks are cached on a client site until they are no longer needed. Most le systems implement a hard-coded cache manager, typically utilizing a least-recent-used LRU eviction strategy. In contrast, DIOM processes a distributed query using either the mode of moving the query to the data, or the mode of moving the data to the query similar to client-server le systems in this case, or a combination of both modes, depending on the capabilities of the data sources involved in the query see Section 4.7.1 for detail.
Related Query Optimization Research in Distributed Systems
The problem of distributed query optimization has been extensively studied in the literature, and many solutions have been proposed. Some solutions perform a rather exhaustive e n umeration of query plans, hence do not scale well 1, 3 , 9 , 13, 22, 3 1 , 34, 35, 3 8 , 47 . Especially for the Internet-scale application scenarios with large number of data sources, these schemes are too expensive. Some other solutions reduce the search space using techniques like simulated annealing, random probes, or other heuristics 10, 1 8 , 1 7 , 3 0 , 3 3 , 4 1 , 4 5 , 4 4 . While these approaches may generate e cient plans in the intended cases, they do not have good performance guarantees in terms of the quality of the plans generated. Many of these techniques may generate plans that is arbitrarily far from the optimized one, or even fail to generate a feasible plan, when the user query does have a feasible plan.
Other interesting solutions proposed so far are those 15, 37 which use speci c cost models and clever techniques to produce optimized join orders e ciently. However, it is unclear how such solutions, which rely heavily on sophisticated statistics about content of each remote data source, can be applied e ectively to situations in an open environment.
3 Background and Terminology
An Overview of the DIOM system
The DIOM 26 system has two-tier architecture and o ers services at both the mediator tier and the wrapper tier see Figure 1 . Mediators are software modules that handle application-speci c service requests 25 . One of the main tasks of the mediator sub-system is to utilize the metadata obtained from both information consumers i.e., user pro les and information producers i.e., source capability descriptions for e cient processing of distributed queries 24 . Wrappers are software modules that need to be built around the external Information sources in order to make them accessible from the network of DIOM mediators. Each wrapper serves one individual information source. The main task of a wrapper is to control and facilitate external access to the information source by utilizing the wrapper functions and the local metadata maintained in the DIOM implementation repository. Services provided by a wrapper include: 1 translating a subquery in consumer's query expression into an information producer's query language expression, 2 submitting the translated subquery to the target information source, and 3 packaging the result of a subquery obtained from the source in terms of the objects understandable by the corresponding mediator. Building a wrapper around an external information system turns the remote System into a cooperative information agent.
The information sources in DIOM may be one of the following types of sources: well structured: such a s relational or object-oriented database management systems, semi-structured: such as HTML or XML les, bibliographical record les, other text-based records, or non-structured: such as technical papers or reports, ascii les, a collection of raw image les, etc. Each information source is autonomous it may make c hanges without consent from the mediators. If, however, an information source makes a change in its export schema so called the source content and capability description in DIOM, including logical structure, naming, or semantic constraints, then either it noti es the DIOM server or the DIOM wrapper periodically refreshes the metadata maintained at the DIOM server and the corresponding DIOM implementation repository according to the state of the export schema.
DIOM Query Processor
In order to meet our demands for site autonomy and distributed computation, we take a new approach to query optimization and query processing. In this section we brie y describe the mechanisms by which DIOM handles query parsing initial pre-processing, query optimization and query execution. Figure 1 presents a sketch o f h o w a query is processed inside of the DIOM system. The main task of the query mediation manager is to coordinate the communication and distribution of the processing of information consumer's query requests among the network of mediators and wrappers 26 . The general procedure of distributed query processing in DIOM primarily consists of the following steps: query compilation, query parallelization, site selection and execution, and query result assembly at the mediator tier, and subquery translation, subquery execution, and local result packaging at the wrapper tier. Query parsing is the initial query processing step, handled by the query mediation manager. We assume the following model for query parsing and initial query processing. A query is delivered to DIOM by a user at some site. This site becomes the home site for the query, responsible for both parsing the query and delivering the answer to the user. In order to accept a query that is posed on the y, the parser must know that there exists some source who is capable of handling the query. T h us, the query processor at the parsing site issues the following system service request who-is-capableC to the DIOM metadata manager for each class C referenced in the query. The metadata manager maintains a set of source capability descriptions for each source that is accessible to the DIOM server. Upon a non-empty response from the metadata manager, the parser generates a query parse tree to be passed to the distributed query scheduling algorithm for query optimization and execution. Query compilation is the rst step of distributed query scheduling algorithm. This step takes a unordered query parse tree as its input and produces an ordered binary query plan tree by completely disregarding the distribution of the data. Thus, this step can use any optimization method proposed for single-site database management systems that produces a binary query operator tree. Query parallelization follows the query compilation step. It consists of two tasks: query routing and parallel query plan generation. The main task of query routing is to select relevant information sources from available ones for answering the given query. This task is performed by mapping the consumers' domain model terminology to the information producers' resource model terminology, b y eliminating null queries, which return empty results, and by transforming ambiguous queries into semantic-clean queries 24 . The consumers' user query pro les and producers' source capability descriptions play a n important role in establishing the interconnection between a consumer's query request and the relevant information sources. The query routing step takes the binary query operator tree as input and produces an augmented binary query operator tree where the list of relevant information sources discovered is placed at the root of the binary query operator tree as the target of the query. The main task of the parallel query plan generation component is to determine the degree of intra-operator parallelism used throughout the query plan tree and introduces the mechanisms union collector nodes, to be discussed in Section 3.5, by which DIOM controls the parallel execution of the given query. The next step is site selection and execution. This is the third and the last phase of the distributed query scheduling service. This step takes a parallelized non-binary query plan tree, distributes the tree nodes among various DIOM accessible sites and executes it. The main objective of this phase is to generate a distributed query execution plan that will minimize the overall response time and reduce the total query processing cost. The actual mechanisms by which the query operator nodes are distributed will be described later in Section 4. We refer to the query compilation, query parallelization, and site selection and execution as three phases of the DIOM distributed query scheduling service. We will discuss each phase in detail in Section 4.
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Once an optimized query execution plan is generated, its execution will be performed in cooperation with the Subquery Translation and Subquery Execution modules. The translation process basically converts each subquery expressed in the mediator interface query language into the corresponding information producer's query language expression, and adds the necessary join conditions required by the information source system. For each subquery, the subquery execution module will invoke the corresponding wrapper function to execute the subquery. The issue of subquery translation and subquery execution is beyond the scope of this paper and is covered in detail in 20, 26 .
The results returned by each subquery will be rst packaged through the local result packaging module at the corresponding wrapper and then sent to the query result assembly step at the mediator tier to combine with other subquery results, before delivering the nal answer to the user. The semantic attachment operations and the consumers' query pro les are the main mechanisms that we use for resolving semantics heterogeneity implied in the subquery results. The speci cs of query result assembly are also beyond the scope of this paper.
The Running Application Scenario: Airline Reservation Example
In this section we i n troduce an application scenario taken from an Airline Reservation application domain to illustrate the three phases of the DIOM distributed query scheduling service. This application scenario will also be used as the running example throughout the paper. Now w e use this example query to illustrate the three-phase optimization process. The rst optimization phase is query compilation. This phase compiles the query string into a locally optimized query plan without considering distribution of data. By local optimized we mean that the plan is generated based on the assumption that all data involved in the query is available at the same site as the query processing manager. Figure 2a shows the query parse tree. Figure 2b shows the binary query operator tree produced by this rst optimization pass, where the most selective operand Flight is placed as the left most leaf node. The main tactics used in this initial phase are those that are commonly used in commercial relational DBMS products. Most of the tactics are also covered in many of the database textbooks e.g., 46, 3 2 . The second optimization phase is query parallelization. This phase determines the degree of parallelism used throughout the distributed processing of the query plan tree generated from the rst pass. It consists of two steps: query routing and parallel query plan generation. To answer a query in Airline Reservation domain, the potential number of available data sources may b e h uge. There may b e m a n y airlines and travel agencies accessible to the DIOM server. The main task of the query routing step is to discover and select the data sources that can actually contribute to the answer of the query. Since query routing algorithms are not the theme of this paper, for simplicity in this example we assume that the DIOM query router identi es the following three information sources to answer the given query: As a result of query routing, the query tree is augmented by inserting a new target node as the root of the tree where these three information sources are explicitly identi ed see Figure 3a .
Ticket Order The parallel query plan generation module incorporates the query routing result by inserting union collector nodes throughout the plan as shown in Figure 3b . It also optimizes the order of the query operators to be executed as shown in Figure 4 . The mechanism used for inserting union-collector nodes and the mechanism used for optimizing the order of join and union collector will be discussed later in Section 4. The objective of the third optimization phase site selection and execution is to select a site for each of the query operators, in which it can be executed most e ciently. W e formally describe this problem in Section 4. In Section 5 we report our experimental design and development of the DIOM Query Scheduling Utility that implements the query scheduling algorithm proposed in Section 4.
So far we h a v e brie y described the main steps of query processing in DIOM and introduced the running application scenario to be used throughout the rest of the paper. The purpose of this section is to present a general picture, in which our work takes place. The remaining sections present a concrete solution for the query scheduling components and its implementation in the context of this general picture. A k ey task of a distributed query scheduling service is query optimization. In addition to the standard problems associated with query optimization, the DIOM query scheduler must deal with some additional problems and restrictions caused by the distribution and full autonomy of data sources, including: a deciding on moving query to the data or moving data to the query, b load capacity heterogeneity between computers, c t ype method heterogeneity extension library inconsistency, d harnessing the parallelism made possible by data distribution, f permitting maximal distribution and autonomy during assignment o f w ork to sites. We discuss our solution to these problems in the following sections.
Global Optimization Criteria
Traditional distributed database query optimization was primarily aimed at reducing the communication cost. Little attention has been paid to other costs incurred at query execution in a distributed environment such as the local processing cost as well as the cost associated with the response time. However, due to drastic advancements in network communication speeds and bandwidth, these other costs have become as signi cant factors as the communication costs. Moreover, to cater to the needs of various information consumers, it is desirable to provide a exible framework for query optimization, which allows to plug in e cient components of query cost estimation on demand, thereby providing the user-driven and customizable query optimization. In general, the cost of query execution consists of the following three main factors: communication cost, local processing cost, and total response time cost. They may be combined additively into a generic L is the total amount of local query processing, also expressed in time units; R is the total response time of the query.
Note that the total local processing cost L is measured by the sum of all local processing costs, namely SUMfL 1 ; :::; L i ; :::; L n g where each L i i = 1 ; :::; n denotes the local processing cost at one speci c data source, whereas the total response time R is measured by the maximum communication cost and the maximum local processing cost, namely MAXfC 1 ; :::; C i ; :::; C n g + MAXfL 1 ; :::; L i ; :::; L n g. C i i = 1 ; :::; n denotes the cost of connecting to a speci c data source and the total communication cost C is measured by SUMfC 1 ; :::; C i ; :::; C n g.
The coe cients associated with each of the three cost components are the indicators of the desired optimization pro le. They can be controlled by the user of the system by setting the pro le via the components of vector A T . F or example, if the user's primary concern in optimizing a query execution plan is the response time, then A T is set to 0 0 1 .V ector A T = 0 : 300 : 7 w ould be speci ed by a user who is also concerned with keeping the communication cost low, allocating 30 of the total cost to it and 70 to the response time.
Query Scheduling Strategy
The DIOM query scheduling service must operate within the constraints described previously. W e argue that the straightforward use of traditional approaches to query processing is not adequate for largescale and extensible distributed information systems. We present our own query processing strategy that addresses this problem and describes how our approach uses the standard optimizer technology as a basis for subsequent re nement whenever adequate. Traditional cost-based query optimizers, including nearly all optimizers found in commercial products, have been based on resource-usage models and exponential-complexity dynamic programming search algorithms similar to those developed in System R 39 . Extensions of these traditional optimizers to handle distributed database systems, as in R* 38, 29 , is straightforward and produces optimized plans. However this approach has a key disadvantage. The exponential complexity of the search space makes the use of such optimizers impractical in very large distributed systems. The strategy that the DIOM query scheduling service promotes is to consider conventional optimization factors such as join order separately from distributed system factors such as data distribution and execution location. Hence, the DIOM query scheduling algorithm is a multi-pass process. We n o w describe our algorithm.
Three-Phase Optimization
The basic idea of the three-phase optimization approach is to generate query plans at compile time that completely disregard the current location of the data and the type of structures of the actual data sources structured, semi-structured, or unstructured, and make decisions with respect to the degree of parallel execution, data movement, and query execution sites at execution time. Although the initial use of single-site" optimization may often generate sub-optimal plans, as pointed out in 29, 19 , we believe that other strategies require an arbitrarily large amount of current global knowledge regarding integrated schema and data.
In the rest of the paper the term query plan and query tree are used interchangeably. As with many query processing systems, DIOM implements query execution plans as trees of nodes corresponding to the set of query processing operations scans, joins, etc.. Object-based data ow occurs along the branches. Such trees can be trivially decomposed into subtrees, each of which describes the execution of a portion of the original query subquery. These trees can be encapsulated for transmission between hosts.
A s k etch of the proposed three-phase query scheduling algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . Brie y, the DIOM query scheduler starts by conducting the rst optimization pass that compiles the query string into an initial query plan without considering distribution. Immediately before execution, the scheduler parallelizes the result of this rst pass. At the execution time, the DIOM scheduler selects sites on which to run each query processing operator scans, joins, etc. in a distributed, top-down manner. Sites make decisions to accept or reject responsibility for handling portions of a query. As sites accept responsibility for handling portions of a query, they also assume responsibility for selecting sites to run the portions of their own subqueries. A slightly more detailed sketch of the algorithm is presented in the next three sections, each focuses on one phase of the query scheduling algorithm.
Query Compilation Phase
As shown in Figure 5 , this phase takes a unordered query parse tree as its input and produces an ordered binary query operator tree without considering distribution of data. The parse tree represents the result of compiling the query string into an initial query plan tree. The ordered binary query operator tree is constructed as a locally optimized query plan by running a local single-site optimizer over the query, assuming in its cost calculations that all data is local to the home site of the query. A t this point, the query execution plan tree is simply a standard binary operator tree. This phase determines such items as locally optimized join order and the application of well-known tactics such as performing selection before join, performing Cartesian product last. For clarity, w e will not consider such issues as the indexes or sorting of results in this paper. We summarize the common tactics used in the standard optimizer technology in Heuristic 1. The heuristic-based optimization involves the use of query rewriting rules to generate the optimized query expression that is equivalent to the original query. An optimize query expression here refers to the one that minimizes the response time or the overall processing cost. The main manipulating factors that a ect cost and response time of a query execution plan is the order of the query operators and the site assignment of the binary operators of the query. In DIOM the order of query operators is rst considered in the query compilation pass and then re ned in the query parallelization pass. The site selection for each query operator is determined in the third optimization pass. It is worth noting that the local optimizer builds query execution plans using the metadata provided by the system. Inaccurate class statistics e.g., the number of objects per class, overall size, selectivity information will have exactly the same e ect as they would on a non-distributed optimization , the plan produced may deviate from the optimized plan. In this case, however, the plan is still usable. Furthermore, this rst phase can consist of any optimization method proposed for single-site database management systems, which produces or can be modi ed to produce a binary query operator tree. Recent research demonstrates that bushy query plan trees permit substantial gains in performance in both serial e.g., 16 and parallel e.g., 11 database systems. We i n tend to experiment with di erent optimization strategies proposed to determine which method provides the best results in the DIOM system.
Query Parallelization Phase
This phase takes a binary query operator tree as input and produces a non-binary query plan tree. The main objective of this second optimization pass is to determine the degree of intra-operator parallelism required for various subtrees of the plan tree and insert union collector nodes throughout the plan.
A union collector node, denoted by collector R 1 ; :::; R n , is de ned as an operator over n intermediate subquery results R 1 ; :::; R n , each returned from one of the collector's subtrees. The result of a union collector collector R 1 ; :::; R n is equivalent to the union of R 1 ; :::; R n , assuming R 1 ; :::; R n are unioncompatible. In other words the following equation holds: collector R 1 ; :::; R n = ::: R 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 :::; R n 2 This equation says that a n-way union collector can be rewritten into a n-way union. Thus, in the rest of the paper we use union collector and union interchangeably. A query parallelization pass consists of two steps: query routing and parallel query plan generation.
Query Routing
For any user query posed on the y, the query routing module is used to discover the number of data sources that are capable of answering the query by sending a message who-is-capableQ Q is the original user query to the DIOM metadata manager. The result of the query routing process will be used by the parallel query plan generation module to determine the number of union collector nodes to be inserted throughout the query plan tree.
Parallel Query Plan Generation
There are two main tasks for the parallel query plan generation module. First, it determines where and what union collector nodes need to be inserted throughout the plan. The mechanism for inserting the union collector nodes is to associate the list of information sources discovered in the query router step to each leaf node of the query plan tree, and invoke the wrapper function discover-source-structureC for each object class C referenced in the original user query to identify the actual number of source classes that correspond to C. Union collector nodes serve t w o purposes. First, they coordinate the execution of the portion of the query plan tree that lies immediately below them. Second, they consolidate the results produced by the query plan tree nodes immediately below them. For example, a union collector node may h a v e several child scan nodes. The results from those scans are fed into the union collector node and piped up to the next level in the query plan tree as a single stream. The method by which union collector nodes are generated will be described later. For now, it su ces to say that this phase determines the degree of parallelism used throughout the plan tree and introduces the mechanisms union collector nodes by which DIOM controls parallel execution. Second, the query parallelization phase re nes and nalizes the optimization e ciency plan for the order of the query operators to be executed during the parallel query plan generation process. The decision to optimize the order of the query operators involves the use of a heuristic-based approach t o re ne the join order produced from the rst optimization phase and determine the order of join nodes and union collector nodes. We describe the collection of heuristics we use in the next subsection.
Heuristics on Union and Join Ordering
A commonly accepted query optimization principle is to perform the most expensive and least e ective operators last in the query. In other words, the goal of the query optimization is to reduce the scope of the search as early as possible. Thus we place the most reducing operators rst and the least last. What are the operators that are the least e ective in terms of reducing the result? The most notoriously known one is the Cartesian product between two collections of objects because the output size of this operator is the product of sizes of the operands. Join operator can be quite costly when it has a nonequal join predicate. Another one is the binary union operator. It results in a collection of objects that is at least the size of the largest of the operands. In a word all three binary operators are expensive. By properly ordering the operands or the execution sequence of these operators, we m a y obtain performance improvement. The following heuristic is derived based on the observation that both union and Cartesian product should always be performed at the site where the result is expected because the communication cost of transferring the result is greater than the communication cost of transferring any one of the operands see section 4.7.1 on page 20. However, the union is still a better reducer than Cartesian product because the processing cost of a union operator is less than a sum of the processing cost of each operand, i.e., l Q i ; Q j lQ i + l Q j , whereas the processing cost of a Cartesian product is equal to the product of the size of two operands, i.e., lQ i ; Q j = lQ i lQ j , see page 23 for de nition of lQ. Thus it would be more bene cial to perform Cartesian product after the union, except for the cases when one of the operands is empty.
Heuristic 2 Union & Cartesian Product
a Given a subquery of type : : : Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q n , the total cost of its execution is invariant to the order in which the unions are p erformed.
b Given a subquery of type : : : Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q n , the total cost of its execution is minimum if sizeQ 1 sizeQ 2 sizeQ n . c Given a subquery Q i ; Q j ; Q k , the cost of it is less than the cost of its permutation Q i ; Q k ; Q j ; Q k .
Consider an example query: perform a Cartesian product of ight and order, i.e., nd all the possible ight-order combinations Assume that three data sources have been selected to answer this query, T w o of which contain Flight objects, and the third contains Order objects. Let flight 1 denote Flight@Source 1 , flight 1 denote Flight@Source 1 and order denote Order@Source 3 . Then the result of the query parallelization can be expressed as follows: flight 1 ; f l i g h t 2 ; order:
Based on Heuristic 2, the following expression is equivalent but less bene cial: flight 1 ; order; fli ght 2 ; order:
The situation with join is more complex. The problem is that in most cases it is impossible to predict exactly the extent of the join result, only approximate estimation may be obtained. Therefore in some cases it may be more bene cial to interchange union and join, while in others it is not.
Due to the nature of DIOM system, the query trees produced by the query parallelization phase are most likely to have unions at the bottom of the tree, closer to the leaf nodes. In some cases these unions will encompass many information sources. The following rewriting rule can be applied to produce an equivalent query expression by performing join before union: 1 Q 11 ; Q 12 ; Q 2 1 Q 11 ; Q 2 ; 1 Q 12 ; Q 2 :
Apparently, the number of join operations increases twice with each union-join order exchange. To justify this increase, the expected performance gain must be greater than the additional cost of the extra join operator. There are two factors that may be used to estimate the required performance gain. The rst factor is that the join itself has to be a good reducer Heuristic 3.
Heuristic 3 Good Reducer
Given a subquery 1 Q 11 ; : : : Q 1 n ; Q 21 ; : : : Q 2 m , i t i s b ene cial to rewrite it into 1 Q 11 ; Q 21 ; : : : ; 1 Q 1 n ; Q 2 m if the expected size of the join result is smaller than any of its inputs.
Consider an example query: select ight and ticket order information about all ticket orders that were made on the same day as the date on which the ights were b o oked to depart. Assume the same three sources have been selected, two with ight objects, and one with order objects. The query plan produced by the query parallelization for this query can be expressed as follows: flight:date=order:date 1 flight flight 1 ; f l i g h t 2 ; order:
It is bene cial to rewrite this query plan as follows if the expected size estimation of the join result is smaller than both of the size of flight 1 ; f l i g h t 2 and the size of order.
flight:date=order:date 1 flight flight 1 ; order; 1 flight flight 2 ; order because the join operator may substantially reduce the size of the query result. Otherwise, if the estimated size of the join result is large, then no change on the order of join and union is necessary and the old expression is kept. The second factor used to estimate the required performance gain when deciding the order of join and union operators is to make sure that the interchange, if done, may result in fewer site accesses see Heuristic 3. In other words, if the interchange of join and union does not lead to an increase in the numb e r o f i n ter-site joins, then such i n terchange is performed, otherwise, the order of operations is kept unchanged.
Heuristic 4 Same Sites
Given a subquery 1 Q 11 ; : : : Q 1 n ; Q 21 ; : : : Q 2 m , i t i s b ene cial to interchange join with the unions if n m^i n=2 + 1 locQ 11 = locQ 21 ^: : : locQ 1i = locQ 2i , o r if m n j m=2 + 1 locQ 21 = locQ 11 ^: : : locQ 2j = locQ 1j , where loc is a function that returns the site location of its argument.
This heuristic is basically saying that it is bene cial to interchange the order of join and union if the numb e r o f i n ter-site joins are not increased. Put di erently, there are more than 50 of joins resulting from the interchange are the intra-site joins in the sense that both operands of each such join are located at the same site. Consider the same query example but assume now that one of the data sources of the Flight objects is the same as the source of the Order objects say Source 1 . Then by applying Heuristic 4 to the query plan produced at the early stage of the query parallelization: 1 flight 1 ; f l i g h t 2 ; order 1 , we h a v e flight:date=order:date 1 flight flight 1 ; order 1 ; 1 flight flight 2 ; order 1 ; where 1 flight 1 ; order 1 is a local join operation on site 1. Thus, by c hanging the order of join and union, the expression 1 ; 1 is more bene cial because the number of inter-site joins will not be increased as a result of rewriting. Note, however, that Heuristic 4 may only be applied to the unions which are immediately connected to the leaf nodes of the tree because only for these unions the location is known. If a union is not of this nature, then this heuristic is ignored. Heuristic 3 and Heuristic 4 are alternative rewriting rules. Either one of them will trigger the transformation of the query expression. If one of them triggers the transformation that moves a particular join operator down, the other heuristic does not need to be applied.
Recall the example query given in Section 2.3 and Figure 3b where n = 3 three Flight sources and m = 2 t w o Customer sources. In the situation where there is not enough statistical information about the selectivity of join attributes, it will be di cult to see if the expected result size of the join in Figure 3b is smaller than any of the join operands. Thus Heuristic 3 can not be applied. To optimize the order of join and union, we can apply Heuristic 4. The query tree shown in Figure 4 is the result of applying Heuristic 4 to the query tree in Figure 3b . More conceretly, based on the domain knowledge that each source has its own customer set, the join between Flight at source dr90001 and Customer at source dr90003 as well as the join between Flight at source dr90001 and Customer at source dr89004 are duplicates and thus can be removed. Hence, the parallelized query plan shown in Figure 4 has two inter-site joins and two i n tra-site joins.
Discussion
We h a v e described the tasks of query parallelization and the mechanisms used for accomplishing these tasks. To elaborate on the key ideas used in the query parallelization phase, in this section we w alk through the query parallelization process using single-class scans and two-class joins. The most basic query processing operation is the single-variable query single-class scan. However, in DIOM a simple scan over a single class may become very complex because the data may distributed over several sites and the plan may be executed using several parallel threads. DIOM uses unioncollector nodes to control both the ow of results and thread execution. Typically, during the query parallelization phase, the query scheduler turns the single scan node into a collection of parallel scans whose execution is coordinated by a union collector node. In general, a scan on n di erent data sources will have n parallel threads of execution of the scan, one per data source. Hence, the query plan tree changes from a single node to a n-way tree one union-collector node with n child scan nodes. All of the scan results must be collected on the site on which the union-collector node resides. However the location at which DIOM performs the actual source-class scans may o r m a y not be that union collector site. Furthermore, the union collector node must make the following decision for each scan thread: the union collector can either fetch import the corresponding data source to the site where the union collector locates and executing the scan and ltering locally moving the data to the query, or it can execute scan on the site currently storing the data moving the query to the data. The decision in the current DIOM implementation primarily depends on the type of data sources where the data is located. Typically, for semi-structured data sources where no search or ltering capability i s p r o vided at the source such a s W eb pages, the policy of moving data to query is applied; and for structured data sources such as relational databases, the policy of moving query to data is used, since most of the relational DBMS products have v ery powerful search and ltering capability and API. The basic join operation is the simple two-class join. DIOM implements both nested-loop and hashed join methods. In both cases, the result of the query compilation phase produces a standard two-way join plan: a join node with two single-class scan nodes as children. The query parallelization phase inserts the unioncollector nodes to re ect the number of relevant data sources into which each class is divided, producing a m ulti-way query tree. This tree will look di erent for the two join methods, as described below.
Nested-loop Join. A nested-loop join can be naturally decomposed into n outer parallel joins, where n outer is the number of sources in the outer join class. This essentially turns into n outer separate scans of the inner join class. The union-collector node for the inner scans is merged with the nested-loop query plan node and performs the join with the objects in each of the outer source-class scan nodes. Hence there will be n outer results at the union-collector node of the outer join class, which are in turn collected into a nal result at the home site of the user query. T w o t ypes of implementation choices are considered: The rst one is to implement nested-loop join using a single parallel inner scan with a single union collector node, the unit of import would then be the entire inner scan result. The second choice is to replicate the parallel inner scans, the union-collector node of the outer join class can choose to import individual data sources of the inner class. Figure 4 presents an concrete implementation of this second choice.
Hash Join. Since it is not common to assume that any given hashed access method will exist on all of the data sources, we assume that hash join executes as two separate stages: First, hashing the object classes into b buckets using split object classes to route objects to the correct bucket site. For the purpose of discussion, let us assume b = n outer . Then performing joins of corresponding buckets in parallel. This requires b collector nodes, which are again merged with the hash-join query plan node, for the results of the b subjoins.
This method of producing query plans for parallel two-way joins can be naturally extended for producing plans for parallel mutli-class joins.
The Third Optimization Phase , Site Selection and Execution
This third optimization phase takes a parallelized query plan tree, distributes the tree nodes among the various DIOM sites and execute it. The actual mechanism by which the query operator nodes are distributed will be described later. Conceptually, the criteria for selection of a site to execute a particular node depends on the type of operator node and the potential collection of distribution sites to be considered. The following site selection rules are used in the DIOM query scheduler.
To handle a particular scan node, the initial selection of a site will be determined by the location of the required data objects, though other sites may be considered.
To handle a particular unary operator node such as selection , projection , the default selection of a site will be determined by the location of the scan node below it. Put di erently, a unary operator node is distributed to the same site as the one assigned to the scan node associated with it. However, if the site where the data locates is a semi-structured or unstructured data source with littler search or lter capability, such a s W eb pages of many corporate or organization sites, then a DIOM server site will be chosen, which is normally the site where the respective wrapper of the data source locates. In this case, the policy of moving data to query will be chosen to replace the default policy of moving query to the data. To handle a particular join node, union node or other type of binary operator nodes, the possible sites to perform the join or the union can be either one of the operand sites the site where one of its operands is located or a DIOM server site where the intermediate results are recorded.
For a scan operator or a unary operator, the selection of a site is simple in concept. However, for a binary operator node such as join or union, the selection process becomes complicated when several sites are capable of handling the operator node. The key issue is to decide which of the site choices is the best cheapest w.r.t. the overall processing cost and or the response time for each binary operator. In DIOM a cost estimation based approach is used to handle site selection task for binary operator nodes, which is the topic of the next section. The site selection process also assumes that any site considered must be able to conform to a number of constraints. As discussed previously, these constraints include both load balance considerations, capacity and capability restrictions as well as data dependencies. If a constraint is not met, then the site refuses the subquery subtree and another site must be found. If no site will accept the subquery, then the original query must be aborted. Since site-selection occurs in a top down fashion, execution can begin immediately after sites have been selected for the bottom-level operator nodes.
Cost-based Site Selection for Inter-site Queries
A truly distributed query is an inter-site query which require either inter-site joins or inter-site set operations such as unions, di erences. The cost estimation of inter-site queries involves not only local processing cost but also data shipping and other communication cost. Given an inter-site query tree with its selection and projection pushed down and close to its leaf node, we need to consider the following factors in order to optimize site selection and execution plans: the hypothetical possibility to assign the binary operation to a site; the collection of all sites that are able to take the binary operation in terms of their source capability descriptions such as the appropriate processing power, temporary disk space, as well as query and data de nition compatibility; the capability of the server site where the client request is received and processed.
To simplify the discussion, we rst consider the inter-site query trees that contain either a single union operator Section 4.7.1 or a single join operator Section 4.7.2. Then we discuss the site-selection cost functions for inter-site queries in general.
Site Selection for Single Union Inter-Site Queries
Consider the following example query asking for all customer names and addresses who live in Edmonton, Canada:
SELECT customer.name, customer.address FROM customer WHERE customer.city !=`Edmonton' AND customer.country =`Canada'. != is a substring matching operator introduced in DIOM Interface query language IQL 26 . Let us assume that after the query is submitted to the query processor, and undergone query compilation and query parallelization phases, only two data sources are found, which are able to answer this query, and the original query is transformed into the parallelized query plan tree as shown in Figure 6a , where Q 1 denotes Scan:customer@site1 and Q 2 denotes Scan:customer@site2. Figure 6b is the nal result of the query parallelization after applying Heuristic 1 to the query plan in Figure 6a . Figure 6 : The query tree produced after query compilation and query parallelization As mentioned earlier, information sources in DIOM may h a v e heterogeneous representations for the same real world objects and their properties. For example, class customer requested by the DIOM users may h a v e di erent data representation in di erent information sources. DIOM delays the resolution of heterogeneity issues at the local result packaging and result assembly stage. Therefore, at query optimization stage we assume all subqueries are expressed uniformly in terms of the terminology used in the user query. For the query tree shown in Figure 6b , the site selection process will proceed in a top-down fashion. We start with the union operator node. In order to optimize the site selection plan for this union operator i.e., the site where this union operator can be processed most e ciently, let us assume that the collection of sites involved in answering the query are three sites, namely two data source sites: site 1, site 2, and a result delivery site: site 3. Q 1 and Q 2 represent the customer subqueries on site 1 and site 2 respectively, and the result R of the query is expected at a remote third site. We also assume that there are no constraints on any of the hypothetical site to take the union. Then there are three possible site selection and execution plans for this query:
1. placing union at the site of Q 1 see Figure 7a , materialize Q 1 at its site, perform selection and projection there; materialize Q 2 at its site, perform selection and projection there, and ship the result to the rst site; perform union at the rst site, ship the result to the site 3 where result is expected; 2. placing union at the site of Q 2 see Figure 7b , materialize Q 1 at site 1, perform selection and projection there, and ship the result to the second site; materialize Q 2 at site 2, perform selection and projection there; perform union at the second site, ship the result to the site 3 where result is expected; 3. placing union at the result delivery site see Figure 7c , materialize Q 1 at site 1, perform selection and projection there, and ship the result to the site 3; materialize Q 2 at site 2, perform selection and projection there, and ship the result to the site 3; perform union at the site 3;
The cost-based site selection pass will decide which site the union operation should be assigned to, based on the costs associated with each of the possible decisions. The optimized site selection and execution plan would be the one that o ers the least cost and the fastest response time. According to Equation 1, the formulae for deriving the component costs for the scenarios shown in Figure 7 C km is the total communication cost for the case where the result is expected at site k and the union is assigned to site m; L km is the total local processing cost for the case where the result is expected at site k and the union is assigned to site m; R km is the total response time cost for the case where the result is expected at site k and the union is assigned to site m; C i? Q j is the communication cost of delivering the result of Q j to site i this cost is necessary to express the recursive nature of the optimization problem; LQ i is the local processing cost of obtaining the result of subquery Q i this cost also expresses the recursive nature of the problem and is the same for all scenarios of the current example; cc ij is the unit communication cost for transferring a unit of data from site i to site j; lQ i is the length of the result of operator Q i . When Q i denotes a union operator, l Q k ; Q j = maxlQ k ; l Q j ; cl OPi is the operator-OP-speci c unit cost of local processing at site i.
Note that the response time cost is computed, according to the intended parallelization of the tasks, as a maximum of the the concurrent subplans, each executing at a di erent site. Also note that the formulae in Equation 3 provides a general means for computing the comprehensive cost of each o f t h e possible query plans for the case of two-way i n ter-site union. In the initial implementation of the DIOM distributed query scheduling service, we assume that all network connections have equivalent bandwidth and latency. This is not to say that all hosts must be on the same local network work or a set of completely homogeneous networks, but rather that the networks are all fast" in the sense discussed in 29 , such that network bandwidth does not overwhelmingly dominate query processing costs. More concretely, w e make following assumptions concerning the intersite communication and local on-site processing:
the cost of communication of one unit of data between any pair of sites in the distributed system is constant and the same for all sites in the distributed system, i.e., 8 i; j cc ij = cc, and the cost of local query processing for same query operators is proportional to the size of the operands and the same for all sites in the distributed system, i.e., 8 i c l opi = cl op .
These assumptions, in part, are unrealistic for real-life distributed systems. For example, the cost of communication depends on the current load of the network connection. The same cost increase is observed for the local processing cost whenever the CPU is on high demand. Ideally, a distributed query optimizer should provide the exibility to dynamically accommodate the changing system parameters. However, when the actual cost parameters are not available, it is useful to make these assumptions. Based on the assumption of equal unit communication and local processing cost, the rules given in the following Equation 4 can be derived from the cost formulae in Equation 3.
These rules are used to determine which of the three potential sites is the optimized site choice for a union operator. They amount t o s a y that it is always bene cial if the union is assigned to the same site as the site where the result of the query is expected. We can prove that the best query plans for the scenarios of Figure 7a , b, and c are 11, 22, and 33 respectively. In other words, as a rule, for queries that involve a t w o-way union, the optimized site selection plan is to perform the union at the site where the result is expected. In DIOM, this observation is used as a heuristic for union operators in inter-site queries. We omit the formal proof here due to space limitation. Readers who are interested in further details may refer to the technical report 36 . Note that, however, the rules in Equation 4 may not be true if the assumptions of equal unit communication and equal local processing costs are broken. That is, there may be cases where assigning union operator to the result delivery site will not lead to the minimum cost 36 .
Site Selection for Single Join Inter-site Queries
We h a v e described the cost function formulae and the rules that optimize the site selection plans for single union inter-site queries. In this section we discuss the cost function formulae used in site selection for single join inter-site queries. Consider a query: nd the date of purchase, ight number, origin, and destination for all ights booked no later than 10 days ago and ying within the next 10 days. The query is expressed in Figure 8a Assume that two data sources are found after the query compilation and query parallelization passes. All Order objects are accessible at site 1 and all Flight objects are accessible at site 2. Figure 8b shows the parallelized query plan tree produced by the query parallelization phase. It contains a single join operator. Q 1 stands for scan:Order@site1 and Q 2 denotes scan:Flight@site2. Similar to the single union case, we present the possible site distributions for processing an inter-join query e.g., the example query in Figure 9 . The formulae for computing the cost of single join inter-site queries is given in Euqation 5. From the formulae in Equation 5 and the assumption that the unit communication cost and local processing cost are the same for all sites and all communication links in the network, we can easily prove that if the result of a join has the size that is greater than the sum of the sizes of its operands, then the site selection plan that has the lowest cost is to place the join operator on the server site where the result of the client query is to be c ollected and returned. However, unlike the single union, we m a y not generalize this observation to the level of a universally applicable heuristic rule for selecting the best site for join site assignment, even when assuming the equal communication unit cost and local processing cost among sites. The di erence is that the estimated result size of a join depends not only on the size of its operands, like in union, but also on the selectivity of the join condition and the statistical information about the operands. Indeed, if the result of a join has the size that is less than the sum of the sizes of its operand, then the outcome would be quite di erent 36 . The cost functions in Equation 5 will be used to make the decision about the best site selection plan. Due to the space limitation, we omit the concrete examples that illustrate the cost functions for inter-site joins. Readers who are interested in further detail may refer to 36 .
C 11 The cost functions for inter-site queries can be considered as recursive functions that start from the root of the parallelized query plan tree of a given query. The total cost of the query depends on the costs of obtaining the left and right subquery inputs. Similarly, the cost of the left or right subquery node is again computed based on the cost of obtaining its subsequent left and right c hildren nodes. Thus the process of optimization may be organized as a downward traversal of the entire query tree by the cost optimizer. At each step of the traversal the optimizer analyses the leaf nodes of the current subtree. If one of the nodes is by itself a subtree, then the optimizer recursively invokes another optimization process, and passes the subtree to it as the optimization task. As soon as an invoked optimization process ends, the optimizer may assemble the result and pass it back, one level up, to the process that invoked it. Figure 10 presents an intuitive illustration of this recursive approach to formulate cost functions. We abstract this recursive process of the cost functions in the following equations: CQ = CQ left + C Q right + comm costQ this ; LQ = LQ left + L Q right + loc costQ this ; RQ = max RQ left ; R Q right + comm costQ this + loc costQ this 6 Due to the space limitation, we omit the examples here. Readers who are interested in further detail may refer to the technical report 36 . So far we h a v e described the theoretical foundations and the design framework for distributed query scheduling service in DIOM. The next section is dedicated to the system design and implementation speci cs of our proposed approach. 
Prototype Design and Implementation
In this section we will discuss the issues involved in the design and implementation of the DIOM Query Scheduling Utility. The task of implementing the DIOM Query Scheduling Utility can be seen as a demonstration of viability of the ideas and principles presented in Section 3. On the other hand, the theoretical results described in Section 3 are served as the baselines for the software development c o v ered in this section.
Implementation Architecture
To c o v er the functionality of the Distributed Query Scheduling software utility w e use the data ow diagrams to identify the main components of the system architecture. The diagram representing the top-level functionality o f DIOM Query Scheduling Utility is shown in Figure 11 . User Interface Processing Components UIP
The objects of this component are responsible for providing the graphical interface to the user. This includes the query entry form components, the controls for displaying and updating the query optimization parameters such as cost weight factors, communication and local processing costs, and data repository statistical information. Each of the major components of the query processing must have a display component for showing its result and the log information that would allow the user to follow the details of the processing at this step. The front-end of the DIOM Query Scheduling Utility, the query entry form, is shown in Figure 12 .
Input Output Processing Components IOP
The objects of this component are responsible for input and output. Some of the main IO components are the query object, objects representing the result of the query routing, objects representing the query tree, the detailed query plan, and the query execution result.
Distributed Query Processing Components DQP
These are the main functional components in this application. The query manager, query router, decomposer for query parallelization, heuristic-based and cost-based query processors for site selection and execution are the main objects in this group of components. They must be able to communicate with the query manager that coordinates their operation and ensures that the necessary objects are passed to and from the user interface components, as well as to and from each of the query processing components. Section 5.2 contains the detailed speci cation for each of the distributed query scheduling components.
Maintenance and Testing Components
The components that allow the user to test and diagnose all other functional components. This Since the focus of this paper is on the design and implementation of the DIOM distributed query scheduling service, in the remaining sections, we concentrate more on the DQP components and omit any further discussion on the UIP and IOP. Readers who are interested in further detail may refer to 36 .
DQP Components
Query Manager
The Query Manager is the main component that coordinates the work of both DQP and UIP components. A new query manager object is instantiated in the Query Entry Form whenever the user submits a query. F or performance tuning purpose we allow a query to be submitted several times, and each time, be optimized using di erent parameters. For each query form we preset the maximum number of query manager objects that the form can instantiate. This restriction can be used to set the upper limit on the possible CPU and memory requirements the DQP application can impose on the system. The methods of the Query Manager class include router process, decomposer process, heuristic optimizer process, and cost optimizer process methods facilitate communication with the corresponding DQP components. The semantics of these components will be speci ed in detail below. run is the main processing method that is called whenever the user presses either Next or Finish buttons in the Query Manager Control Panel see Figure 13 . Based on the values of the current state and nish state, this method incrementally checks all the states of the query processing and calls the processing methods that correspond to the states between the current and the nish state. Since the Query Manager implements the runnable interface, this method must be de ned in the Query Manager class and is called whenever a query manager object is started. init is the method that is called at the instantiation time of the query manager object. It instantiates and lays out all the GUI components of the Query Manager. handle event method is called whenever an event occurs within the Query Manager window.
Depending on the GUI component the event is targeted to, its handling is delegated to that component's handle event method.
The query manager screen consists of the following components located at the bottom of each query manager window:
Cancel button terminates the current query scheduling process and closes the query manager window and all of its child windows.
Start button is enabled at all steps of query scheduling except the rst. It brings the query manager into the rst state and displays the router panel shown in Figure 13 .
Previous button is enabled at all steps of query scheduling except the rst. It brings the query manager into the previous state and displays the result of the corresponding query scheduling step.
Next button is enabled at all steps of query scheduling except the last. It brings the query manager into the next state and displays the result of the corresponding query scheduling step. The user modi cations done at the current and any of the previous steps of query scheduling take e ect, e.g., if the user removes one of the automatically selected information sources, and then presses this button, the decomposition step will exclude the source from the new query tree.
Finish button is enabled at all steps of query scheduling except the last. It brings the query manager into the last state and displays the query execution result. The user modi cations done at the current and any of the previous steps of query scheduling take e ect. The status text eld is used to display the important user messages concerning the status of the query manager and its main components. The progress display component to the right of status eld, when animated, indicates that the query manager is in action.
An example of query manager screen containing the router panel is shown in Figure 13 .
Router Object
Router DQP component is responsible for the query routing step of the distributed query scheduling, it is instantiated by the Query Manager. The router screen Figure 13 displays the result of the query routing step. The main part of the router screen is the scrollable GUI component with the canvas that displays the visible portion of the router table. Each line in the table corresponds to one information repository currently registered with or accessible to DIOM. Users may select or deselect each source by clicking the mouse in the corresponding line. The automatically selected sources by the system are highlighted with the reversed foreground color, and the user-selected sources are highlighted with the reversed brighter color in the same palette. The other component of this Router screen is Show Router Log button that brings up a Log View Window that contains the router log. 
Query Tree Processor Object
This is an abstract component whose main function is to process a binary tree of Query Tree N o de. Query Tree P r o c essor implements the following methods:
set query tree simply sets the reference to the given query tree; get query tree simply returns the reference to this object's query tree component; set new log resets the log information; get log simply returns the Log component of this object; copy method recursively traverses the given tree, and e ectively copies each node of the tree to a new instance.
All subclasses of Query Tree P r o c essor, e.g., Decomposer, Move Selections Heuristic Processor, Move Joins Heuristic Processor, and Cost Processor, inherit all its components and methods. In addition, all non-abstract subclasses of Query Tree P r o c essor must implement the following methods:
get new query tree. It contains the intrinsics of the current component's query processing. Given a query tree, the tree processor object processes it and generates a new query tree; 
Decomposer Object
Decomposer is responsible for inserting the union collector nodes into the query tree produced from the query routing step in the distributed query processing session of the DIOM Query Scheduling Utility. An example of the Decomposer Processor Panel is shown in Figure 15 .
Heuristic Processor Object
The current v ersion of DIOM Query Scheduling Utility supports two of the heuristics covered in Section 3, moving selections down and moving joins below unions. Their design speci cations are presented below. Figure 16 displays the lower part of the result tree produced from the query parallelization phase by applying heuristic Move Selections Down after inserting the union collector nodes. 
Cost Processor Object
This component is responsible for the nal step in distributed query Scheduling site selection and execution. It is also the most complex component and consists of two steps of cost estimation: 1 computation of statistical parameters for each of the nodes of the query tree and 2 computation of the cost of evaluating each of the possible site selection and execution plans that are considered as potential candidates for the selection of an optimized query execution schedule. The theoretical model for this step is covered in sections 4.1 and 4.7. The Cost Processor Panel is shown in Figure 17 . This panel consists of the following GUI components:
Main display a rea displays the visible portion of the cost query tree where each node is highlighted with a site-speci c color. Mouse click in the highlighted area of a node brings up a Log View Window that contains the site and cost-related information about this node and the detailed statistical information of the objects at this node and their attributes; Show Log button brings up a Log View Window that contains the log of the cost processor; Source Stats button, Unit Local Costs button, Unit Communication Costs button, and Cost Weights button, each brings up a Parameter Edit Window lled with statistical parameters, unit local cost parameters, unit communication cost parameters, and cost weights parameters respectively. If the user updates the parameters and reruns the Cost Processor, then the new query tree will re ect the update. 
Maintenance and Diagnostic Components Speci cation
To develop bug-free, robust software, there needs to be a facility that allows to test and diagnose each o f its design components. Each of the components of DIOM Query Scheduling Utility has been equipped with uniform diagnostic and bug detection methods. One of the approaches used in tackling this problem is to provide the component methods that allow easy tracing of the component's elements. For instance, we h a v e designed a method to convert the contents of a Query Tree N o de component i n to a printable form to allow users to trace the work performed by one of the Tree P r o c essor components. Another approach used in the design of our testing package is to provide a set of self-tests for each of the components. One distinct feature of the DQS prototype is the provision of log view window which annotates the process algorithm. An example of Log View Window is shown in Figure 18 . It displays the log of Move Selections Heuristic Processor for the running example given in Figure 12 .
Code Implementation Design
Based on the analysis of the system requirements, and the architecture design of the Distributed Query Scheduling Utility, w e c hose Java programming language as the coding tool for implementing our system.
The DQS software package was developed and tested on Solaris platform using Sun JDK version 1.1.
The byte-code has been tested on the following platforms:
Windows NT v. 3.51, using Netscape Navigator v. 2.01; In addition to JDK 1.1, the main technologies used in the prototype implementation of the DQS utility also include Perl, Oraperl, SQL Plus, MicroSoft SQL server, and Oracle 8.0.
Conclusion
We h a v e presented the design framework, the algorithm and a prototype implementation of the DIOM Distributed Query Scheduling DQS service. The DQS is an example of distributed query scheduling services in the Internet that provide higher levels of query capability compared to keyword-based search. Speci cally, DQS supports e cient i n ter-site joins over heterogeneous and evolving data sources. We believe that middleware level services such as DQS are an important step towards the next generation of Internet software that support information ow b e y ond browsing. The paper contains two main technical contributions. First, we develop an extensible and scalable architecture for building a distributed query scheduling service based on the three-phase optimization model that separates conventional query optimization factors from distributed system factors. Concretely, Phase one is concerned with query structuring issues such as join order and applying selection before join. Phase two re nes the query schedule by i n troducing intra-operator parallelism throughout the plan based on the data distribution factor. Phase three determines the best site selection plan by Figure 18 : Log View Window Screen taking into account distributed system factors, such as execution location, autonomy and heterogeneity of the remote data sources. We h a v e also developed the mechanism union-collector nodes by which DQS introduces and controls parallel execution, and a collection of cost function formulae and rules for selection of the best sites to process inter-site joins or inter-site unions. The query execution plan that minimizes the total cost and response time is generated and re ned throughout the three-phase optimization process. The second contribution is an experimental prototype of DQS that implements a subset of the proposed algorithm. The most interesting features of our implementation include 1 the capability for handling changes in source capability descriptions and the location of the data sources that are relevant t o a query; and 2 the user-guided query processing performance tuning through a tracing facility, which is able of dynamically incorporating the changes in the unit cost and the local statistical information involved in a query. The DQS service has limitations in its current state. For example, further research is needed in the large system issues such as system robustness, distributed failure recovery, and performance assessment. Speci c issues that have not been addressed include recovery from source unavailability and server crashes, optimality of query schedules under various conditions, and APIs for high level software use of DQS services. Our work on the design and development of scalable and extensible distributed query scheduling service continues. On the development side, we are continuing our e ort in the implementation of other heuristics described in Section 4 in the new release of the DQS software package. We are also interested in extending distributed query scheduling service to support continual queries 27, 28 in large-scale distributed systems. This includes the implementation methodology for building smart wrappers that can extract or sample useful statistical information and source capability descriptions of available data sources.
